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Hopkins (1939) proved a celebrated theorem which says that every
nil ideal in a ring with minimum condition on right ideals (min-r)
is nilpotent. Later on, J. Levitzki showed that nil nilpotent is
also true if the condition min-r is replaced by max-r. In this
dissertation, we shall extend these two results of rings to semigroups
and prove that Hopkins' theorem still holds for semigroups with minimum
condition on nil right ideals, which is a weaker condition than is
required for rings. Then we turn to consider semigroups containing no
non-trivial nilpotent elements and obtain some characterizations for
such semigroups which satisfy the maximum condition on annihilators
.(max-a). In particular, we show that a semigroup S with 0 is
reduced and satisfies max-a if and only if S is isomorphic to a
subdirect sum of finitely many semigroups without zero divisors.
The theory of dual semigroups was established by Stefan Schwarz
in 1960. Inspired by the work of Schwarz, we investigate the structure
of three particular classes of dual semigroups, namely: the class of
0-simple dual semigroups dual semigroups with zero Radical and dual
semigroups satisfying chain conditions on ideals. Stefan Schwarz's
Decomposition Theorem of dual semigroups also enables us to establish
a decomposition theorem for 0-simple dual semigroups, which says that
a 0-simple dual semigroup can be decomposed as the 0-disjoint union of
all its null cells and group cells. By studying the cardinality of the
semigroups, we also obtain a sufficient condition for a finite 0-simple
dual semigroup to be a group with zero. The dual semigroups with zero
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Radical and characterized by their 0-minimal ideals Frattini ideals
and Prime radicals. As a consequence it is possible to link together
a number of conditions from theorems of Qtto Steinfeld concerning inverse
semigroups and regular semigroups. Finally the class of dual semigroups
with chain conditions are considered. Some characterization theorems
are obtained for right artinian dual semigroups with zero Radical, which
are closely related with the work of L. Marki on inverse semigroups.
Furthermore, 0-minimal right ideals in artinian dual semigroups are
classified, and some results of M. Satyanarayana on dual semigroups are
generalized.
Chapter I
Nil ideals and radicals in semigroups
with minimum condition on right ideals
It is well-known in ring theory that every nil ideals in a ring
with minimum condition on right ideals are nilpotent. This result was
proved by Hopkin's in 1939 [12]. In this chapter, we shall extend this
result to semigroups. In fact, we shall prove that this result holds
for semigroups with minimum condition on nil right ideals, which is a
weaker condition than required in ring theory. Moreover, the relationship
between nil radicals, Schwarz radicals and prime radicals in 'such semi¬
groups will be investigated. A characterization for such semigroups to
be nil is obtained.
§1. Preliminaries
Let S be a semigroup with 0. An element x of S is said to
be nilpotent if there exists a natural number n 1 such that x11= 0.
Let B be a non-empty subset of S. B is said to be nil if all its
elements are nilpotent and is called nilpotent if there exists a natural
number m 1 such that for all
B is said to be a right (left) ideal if AS C A (SA C A). A
two-sided ideal is both a right and left ideal. A two-sided ideal P is
said to be prime if A and B are two-sided ideals and AB C P implies
A C P or B C P.
A semigroup is said to be having minimum condition on right (nil right)
ideals if any non-empty collection of right (nil right) ideals has a
minimal element M, that is R C M and R 6 implies that R= M.
The conditions above are denoted by min-r and min-nil-r respectively.
We note that, in general, that the concepts of nil and nilpotent
are essentially different in semigroup, that is Nil f Nilpotent. For
instance, for any be a n x n matrix with
ana Clearly and
for any m n. Let and S
be the restricted sum for any n€ IN
and only finite number of y are non-zero. qf the semigroups A.
with nultiplication defined by
Clearly (S,) is a nil semigroup but for any n€ IN.
§2. Semigroups with min-r
In this section, we first explore the equivalent statement of the
property of min-r in a semigroup, which will be useful for our later
inves tigation.




Every descending chain of right ideals terminates in
finite number of steps, that is if then
there exists a natural number n such that for all
Proof: Assume S has min-r. Let the descending chain of right
ideals be Let Jl. be the collection of all right
ideals By min-r, Jfo. has a minimal element R say.
Then implies that
Therefore the chain terminates in the n -th step.
Let be a non-empty collection of right ideals of S, that is,
Suppose, by way of contradiction,
that has no minimal element. Then for there exists
such that Inductively for any
there exists such that Therefore
is a strictly descending chain of right ideals, that
Clearly, the chain is a contradiction
to our hypothesis. Therefore has a minimal element.
The following proposition is important to our theorem and has some
interest on its own.
Proposition 1.2 Let S be a semigroup with min-r and A a non-
nilpotent right ideal of S. Then there exists two non-zero elements b
ana m dr A such that bm= b.
Proof:
Consider the descending chain of right ideals
By min-r, there exists a natural number n such that for any
then Let I is a right
ideal of S, Since Again by min-r, there
exists a minimal element M in F. Since there exists a
such that Moreover, and
so Thus, by the minimality of M, we have
bK= M. Therefore there exists m=• K such that bm= b. The proof
is completed.
The following theorem can be now easily established and is similar
to the well-known Hopkin's theorem in ring theory.
Theorem 1.3 Let S be a semigroup with min-r. Then every nil right
ideal is nilpotent.
Proof:
Let A be a nil right ideal of S. Suppose that A is not nilpotent,
then by proposition 1.2 there exists two non-zero elements b, such
that bm= b. Since there exists a natural number k such
that Thus is a contradiction. The proof is completed.
§3. Semigroups with min-nil-r
We now observe that the result of the Theorem 1.3 can be sharpened
by weakening min-r by min-nil-r.
Theorem 1.4 Let S be a semigroup with min-nil-r. Then every nil
right ideal is nilpotent.
Proof:
Let A be a nil right ideal but non-nilpotent. Let
is a nil right ideal of S, Then by min-nil-r here, there
exists some non-zero elements b, such that Repeat similar
argument as in the proof of Theorem 1.3, the theorem is proved.
In the following theorem, we note that analogous result also holds
for nil left ideals. Our Theorem 1.5 requires a weaker condition than the
corresponding parts in ring theory. It is notable that the nilpotency of
Jacobson radical can be completely avoided in our proof.
Theorem 1.5 (Main Theorem)
Let S be a semigroup with min-nil-r. Then every nil left ideal of
S is nilpotent.
Proof:
let L be a nil left ideal. Consider the right ideal LS. Let
Since there exists a natural number n such
that Thus Hence LS is
nil and so LULS is a nil right ideal. By Theorem 1.4, LULS is nilpotent
and hence L is nilpotent.
Remark: All the above results hold if the condition min-nil-r is replaced
by min-ni1-1.
Corollary 1.6 If S is a finite semigroup, the concepts of nil and
nilpotent concide
§4• Characterization for nil semigroups with min-nil-r
Definition of Nil Radical N(S): Let S be a semigroup with 0,
Definition of Schwarz Radical W(S): Let S be a semigroup with 0,
Definition of Prime R.adical P(S): Let S be a semigroup,
We now study the Nil Radical, Schwarz Radical and Prime Radical in a
semigroup with min-nil-r. We shall show that the Radicals are closely
related.
Theorem 1.8 Let S be a semigroup with min-nil-r. then
Proof:
Let then xS is nil and so is x. Thus it is obvious
to see that N(S)= U{n: N is a nil right ideal]-. By min-nil-r, every
nil right ideal is nilpotent. Therefore N(S)= W(S). Now N(S) is
nilpotent, that is, for some natural number n. Thus
for any prime ideal P. As P is prime, we have
Thus
Conversely, suppose that there exists an element x 6 P(S) such that
then xy is not nil for some
then Apply Zorn's lemma, we can show that there exists a
prime ideal Q of S such that
imDlies that a contradiction. Thus we have proved
that
Invoke Theorem 1.8, we obtain a characterization for nil semigroups
with min-nil-r.
Theorem 1.9 Let S be a semigroup with min-nil-r. Then S is nil if
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and only if S has no proper prime ideal.
Proof:( ) Assume S is nil, then S= N(S)= P(S). Thus S is
the only prime ideal of S
() If S has no proper prime ideal then S= P(S)= N(S)
This implies that S is nil.
Remark: If S is a semiprime (w(S)={101}) semigroup with min-nil-r,
then P(S)= {0}.
Chapter II
Nil ideals in semigroups with
maximum condition on right ideals
Nil ideals in rings with maximum condition on right ideals were
studied by J. Levitski[ 25]. He proved that in a ring with max-r, nil ideals
are nilpotent. In this chapter, we shall extend this famous result in
ring theory to semigroups with max-r.
§1. Preliminaries
We say that S is a semigroup with maximum condition on right ideal
(abb. max-r) if for any collection of right ideals of S, has a
maximum element M in, that is, M C R ana implies M= R.
A semigroup is said to be right duo if all right ideals of S are
two-sided ideal.
The right (left) annihilator r(X) (l(x)) of a non-empty subset X
of S is defined as
Let I be a two-sided ideal of a semigroup S. The binary relation
P on S defined by aJb (a, b£ S) if either a= b or both a and b
belong to I is evidently a congruence on S. The equivalence classes of
S mod are I itself and every one-element set {a] with a
The quotient semigroup Sp is called the Rees Quotient semigroup of S
modulo I and is denoted by SI. Let S'
§2. Semigroups with max-r
Main Theorem: If S is a semigroup with max-r, then every nil
right (left) ideal of S is nilpotent.
Before dealing semigroups with max-r, we first study some properties
concerning the nilpotency of ideals.
Lemma 2.1
Let 1 and I be two nilpotent right ideals of S.
Then so is I U I.
Proof:
Let m and n be the two natural numbers such that
Then consider for all
For any at least m of the
K' s are I or at least n of the K.'s are I.. In the first
case, we have and in the later case, we
have Thus (I So
If U is nilpotent.
Lemma 2.2 Any nilpotent right ideal of a semigroup S is contained
in a nilpotent two-sided ideal of S.
Proof:
Let I be a nilpotent right ideal. Then there exists a number
n such that S ince
and by Lemma 2.1, I U SI is a nilpotent two-sided ideal containing
I. The proof is completed.
Proposition 2.3 Let W(S) be the Schwarz Radical of a semigroup









is a right ideal of S.
contains all nilpotent right ideals of S.
is a nil ideal of S.
is a two-sided ideal of S.
The proof is easy and is therefore omitted.
Note: If S is right duo semigroup, then the proof of the main
theorem will be easily obtained by the following two theorems.
Theorem 2.4 Let S be a semigroup with max-r. Then W(S) is
unique maximal nilpotent ideal of S.
Proof:
Consider the set -6- of all nilpotent right ideals of S. By
max-r, —contains maximal elements. Let M ana M_ be two maximal
elements in. Now U is a nilpotent right ideal and therefore
in. Clearly and hence
Since all nilpotent right ideals of S are in M, W C M. As a
nilpotent right ideal of S, M C W by definition, so we have proved
that M= W.
Theorem 2.5 Let S be a right (left) duo semigroup. If N is the
set of all nilpotent elements of S, then N= W(S).
Proof:
By Proposition 2.3, W(S) C N. Conversely, let then
for some Let Then
for any Thus
and hence This implies that The proof is
completed.
Now we return to prove our main theorem by using the results
concerning Schwarz Radical W(S).
Proposition 2.6 Let S be a semigroup whose Schwarz Radical
W= W(S) is the unique maximal nilpotent ideal of S. Then the
Rees Quotient SW has no non-trivial nilpotent ideals.
Proof:
Let and suppose that I be a nilpotent left (right)
ideal such that This means that and hence
for some Thus I C W. In addition,
W C I implies that W= I, that is,
Lemma 2.7 Let S be a semigroup with max-r. If S has a non-
trivial nil left (right) ideal, then it has a non-trivial nilpotent
right ideal.
Proof:
Let A be a non-trivial nil ideal of S. Let
By our assumption, the set K is non-empty
for By max-r of S, the set K has a maximal element
namely b__. Now we claim that bSb- [0}. To prove our claim,
we first suppose that A is a left ideal of S. Thus for any
either yb= 0 or Assume that Since
therefore and for some Let
Clearly and by the maximality of r(b),
we have r(b)= r(c). Since so and hence
byb= 0. Thus bSb={ 0}, and consequently,
Secondly, suppose that A is a right ideal of S and assume that
there exists such that Then
implies that r(b)= r(c). Because and
for some Since
Thus that is
a contradiction. Hence bSb= [Of after all and our claim is
established. Consequently we have that is. b U bS
is a non-trivial nilpotent right ideal of S. The proof is completed.
Now we prove the Main Theorem by using the above lemmas.
Theorem 2.8 (Main Theorem)
Let S be a semigroup with max-r. Then any nil right (left)
ideal of S is nilpotent.
Proof:
Since S has max-r, W(S) is nilpotent by Theorem 2.4. Let
I be a nil right (left) ideal of S. Suppose, by way of contradiction,
that
then W(S) I UW(S) and I UW(S)W(S) is a non-
trivial nil right (left) ideal of the Rees Quotient Sw(S)• Since
S has max-r, so does SW(S), and so by lemma 2.7, Sw(S) has a
non-trivial nilpotent ideal which contradicts Lemma 2.6. Hence
I C W(S) and so I is nilpotent.
Chapter III
R.educea semigroup with
maximum condition on annihila tors
After studying the property of nil implies nilpotency for ideals
in semigroups with chain conditions on ideals in Chapter I and II, we
now turn to consider the extreme case for semigroups containing no
non-trivial nilpotent elements. Such class of semigroups exists, for
instance, if S is a duo semigroup, then its Rees Quotient SW(S) is
a semigroup with no non-zero nilpotent elements. In this chapter, we
shall give some characterizations for semigroups with maximum condition
on annihilators (abb. max-a) by means of minimal prime ideals and semi¬
groups without zero divisors. In particular, we prove that a reduced
semigroup S with rnax-a if and only if S is isomorphic to a subdirect
sum of finitely many semigroups without zero divisors.
§1. Preliminaries
A semigroup S with 0 is said to be reduced if
implies that a= 0 for any For any non-empty subset X of
S, we called X an annihilator of S if X= r(X)= 1(X).
A semigroup S with 0 is said to be satisfying maximum (minimum)
condition on annihilators (abb, max-a and min-a) if every ascending
(descending) chain of annihilators terminates after a
finite number of steps. An annihilator is called maximal if
implies for any annihilator
An ideal P is called prime if AB C p implies that A C P or
B C P for any ideals A ana B. An ideal P is called completely
prime if implies for any a A
prime (completely prime) ideal is minima1 if it does not properly
contain a prime (completely prime) ideS..
The non-zero elements a and b of a semigroup with 0 are
called zero divisors if ab= 0. If S has no zero divisor, then
S is called a semigroup without zero divisors.
A subdirect sum T of a collection of semigroups
is subsemigroup of the semigroup where
satisfying that for any j-th projection
§2. Prime ideals and annihilators
In this section, we study the relationship between prime ideals
and maximal annihilators in a reduced semigroup S.
Lemma 3.1 Let a, b be arbitrary elements of a reduced semigroup
S. Then ab= 0 if only if ba= 0.
Proof:
If ab= 0, then Since S is reduced,
so ba= 0. Similarly, ba= 0 implies ab= 0.
Corollary 3.2 In a reduced semigroup S. for
any subset X of S.
Proposition 3.3 Let P be an ideal of a semigroup S. then P
is prime if and only if for any a, b 6 S, aSb C P implies a€ P
or b€ P.
Proof:
Let P be a prime ideal of S. Suppose aSb C P, then
SaSaS C P• Hence (SaS)(SbS) C P. Since P is prime, we
have SaS CP or SbS C P. Suppose that SaS C P. Since
(a U aS U Sa U SaS)3£ SaS CP. a U aS U Sa U SaS£ P as P
is prime. This implies that a 6 P.
Conversely, suppose that aSb C. p implies that a 6- P or
b€ P Let A and B be two iaeals such that A3 C P but
neither A nor B is contained in P. Then there exists
some elements a A and b B such that a P and b P
On the other hand, we have aSb CI AB C P, this contradiction
proves our result.
Lemma 3.4 Let X be a maximal annihilator of S. Then
for some y X.
Proof:
Since Therefore, there is an element y X
and an element x S such that yx 0. Clearly for
otherwise we would have y= 0, which implies that y= 0,
contradic ts Therefore we have This implies
that by the maximality of X
By making use of Lemma 3.4, the concepts of prime ideals and
maximal annihilators in a reduced semigroup can be related together as
this can be seen from the following theorem.
Theorem 3.5 Let S be a reduced semigroup and X a non-empty









is a maximal annihilator of S.
is a prime ideal of S.
is a minimal prime ideal of S.
is a completely prime ideal of S.
Proof:
(a) (d)
Let X be a maximal annihilator and ab X Then
for some y X and aby= 0. If by- 0, then b On
the other hand, by This implies that y (by! S. By the
maximality of X we have thus a (by:
(d) (a)
Suppose if possible that there exists a subset T of S such
that If then there exists an element
x Hence This implies that T C X
by the completely primeness of X' which is a contradiction.
Therefore T C X C T This means that t =0 for any t T,
that is T- {Of. However., this contradicts our supposition that
Our proof is completed.
We have shown (a) (d). Since it is trivial to see that
(c) (b), therefore (c) (b) whenever (b) (c). Suppose that
X is a prime ideal of S and U is a prime ideal such that
Then there exists a y This implies that
Xy= {0} and hence XSy= {0} C U Since y so X C U
and thus X Consequently X= {0) which is a contradiction.
Therefore (b) (c).
As it can be easily seen that completely prime ideals are prime.
and hence (d) (b). Our lemma will be completed if we are able to
show that (b) (a). Let ab X Then abX= j0}. Since S is
reduced, so we have bXa={ 0} and SbXa= {Of. Thus aSbX= fOj
and consequently aSb C X Therefore., by Proposition 3.3, we have
a X or b X Thus X is completely prime.
§3. Reduced semigroup with max-a
Using the results obtained in §2, we are now able to prove a
characterization theorem for reduced semigroups:
Theorem 3.6 (Main Theorem)
For any semigroup S the following are equivalent:
(a) S is a reduced semigroup with rnax-a.
(b) S is reduced and has only a finite number of distinct minimal
completely prime ideals P, P P say, satisfying
(c) S is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of finitely many semigroups
without zero divisor.
(d) S is reduced and has finitely many annihila tors.
Proof:
(a) (b)
Assume that S has infinite number of distinct maximal annihi-
la tors By Lemma 3.4, we have P.= y. for any
l IN. Suppose that there exists a n IN such that
Then we have
P P P. As P, is prime, so we have P P. for some
Since P. is maximal, we have P„= P,
which contradicts that P4 and P, are distinct. Thus we have
proved that for all n IN. However, y
This is because that if we take then z
This implies that y z= 0, hence Consequently,
we obtain that is a strictly
ascending chain of annihilators. This contradicts our condition max-a.
Thus we have proved that S has only finite number of maximal annihi-
lators [P, P, P. Since.by Lemma 3.5, each P.'s is a minimal
completely prime ideal, it remains to show that and
Pn} is the set of all minimal completely prime ideal.
Assume by way of contradiction that there exists a non-zero element
Since x implies that: S, therefore
for some But x So
y.x= 0. This implies that y. CI P.= y. that is y.= 0.
As S is reduced, so y.= 0 and thus y. = S, which contradicts
that y. is a maximal annihilator. Hence Nov for
any minimal completely prime ideal A, ve have P P
This implies that P. C A for some
By the minimality of A, we have P.— A. Therefore I P P
is the set of all minimal completely prime ideals of S.
P}
(b) (c)
Let P2. P j be the set of all minimal completely
prime ideals of S and The Rees Quotient SP. must
be a semigroup without zero divisors. This is because that a b= 0
implies that ab P., hence a P. or b P.. Thus a= 0 or
b- 0 in SP.. Now let be the projection of SP. on
SP. for all j= 1, 2, n. Define a mapping S
by
where x(P_) is the equivalent
class of x in the Rees Quotient SP.. is clearly a homomorphism.
On the other hand if then
Thus for all
n. Assume that then x, y for all
n s that is x, y and hence x= y= 0,
which is a contradiction. Thus is indeed an injection. Obviously,
n. So that S is isomorphic
to a subdirect sum of finitely many semigroups
without zero divisors.
(c) (d)
For simplicity, we suppose that S is a subdirect sum of
semigroups without zero divisors. Then for any
there exists m 6 IN such that
This implies that
whence as each
S is reduced. Hence we have proved that
so S must be reduced. Let A be a subset of S. Let x A and
y S ince
so that
for all i= 1, 2, n, whence or for all
i= 1, 2,




if and only if Therefore, we have
n(set of all annihila tors)




Every reduced semigroup with max-a also satisfies the
Proof;
This is revealed by (a) (a) in the above theorem.
Chapter IV
O-simple dual semigroups
The notion of a dual ring was introduced by R. Baer [5].
I. Kaplansky [14] and further developed by K.G. Wolfson [26], A.W. Goldie
and F.F. Bonsall [6]. The concept of duality in semigroup was first
initiated by Stefan Schwarz who had obtained several important
fundamental structure theorems concerning dual semigroups. In this
chapter, we shall study a particular class of dual semigroup— O-simple
dual semigroups. In the light of the decomposition theorem of dual
semigroups obtained by Stefan Schwarz in [21], we prove that any O-simple
dual semigroup can be decomposed as the 0-disjoint unions of the class
of all null cells and the class of all group cells, that is, S= N U G,
where N is the collection of all null cells of S and G is the
collection of all group cells of S. Similar to Group Theory, we obtain
a sufficient condition for finite O-simple dual semigroups to be groups
with zero by the aids of their cardinals.
§1. Preliminaries
Let S be a semigroup with 0. For any X C S, denote
r(x)= {a 6 S: xa= 0 for all x €r x} and 1(X)= {b£ S: bx= 0
for all x£ X}. Evidently, r(X) is a right ideal of S and 1(X)
is a left ideal of S. The semigroup S is called dual if both
r 1 (R)= R and 1r(L)= L hold for all right and left ideals R and
L. A semigroup is called Q-simple if it contains no proper non-zero
two-sided ideals and called semiprime if its Schwarz radical is zero. An
idempotent e is called primitive if ef— fe— s implies that f— e
for any idempotent f. An O-simple semigroup is said to be comp1etely
O-simple if all its non-zero idempotents are primitive. S is called a
zero semigroup if
A non-empty subset Q of a semigroup S is called a quasi-ideal
of S if A non-zero right (left, two-sided, quasi-) ideal
of a semigroup with 0 is called 0-minima 1 if it does not properly contain
any non-zero right (left, two-sided, quasi-) ideals. We say that the
left ideals and (right ideals and R) of a semigroup S
are left (right) similar if there exists a bijection A from L (R)
onto (R-2 such that
The subsets and of a semigroup with 0 are said to be
Q-disjoint if X f X- {Oj. Thoughout this paper, the set of all non¬
zero diempotents of S is denoted by E and the cardinal of any subset
X of S is denoted by X.
Examples
Example 1. (c. f. Schwarz [19])
This example is a commutative dual semigroup without identity. Let
S= {o, a, b, c) be a semigroup with multiplication table:





0 0 0 0
0 0 0 a
0 0 b 0
0 a 0 c
Example 2. (c.f. Schwarz [19])
This example is a commutative dual semigroup with an identity. Let
S= {0, a, b, c, d} be a semigroup with multiplication table:






0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 b a
0 0 0 a b
0 b a a c
0 a b c d
Example 3. (c.f. Schwarz [19])
An example of a non-commutative 0-simple dual semigroup (which is
not a group with zero) is given by the set S={0, a, h, c, d with
the following multiplication table:






0 0 0 0 0
0 a 0 c 0
0 0 b 0 d
0 0 c 0 a
0 d 0 b 0
Example 4. (c.f. Schwarz [21])
This example is a commutative dual semigroup with infinite number
of elements. Let be a semigroup with
countably infinite elements with the multiplication table:







0 0 0 0 0 0
0 e b ai a2 a3
0 b 0 0 0 0
0 a, 0 b 0 01
0 a, 0 0 b 0
z
0 a3 0 0 0 b
Preliminary results
Theorem 4.1 (c.f. [19] and [21])
Let S be a dual semigroup. Then S has the following properties:
(a) For any collections of right ideals and left
ideals of S
and
(b) 1 (S)= r(S)= 0
(c) Every non-zero right (left, two-sided) ideal of S contains a
0-minimal right (left, two-sided) ideal of S.
(d) For any x£ S, x 6 xS O Sx.
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(e) S= S and every maximal ideal is prime.
(f) E t 0.
(g) Let I be a two-sided ideal of S which has zero intersection with
the radical of S. Then every left (right, two-sided) ideal of I
is also a left (right, two-sided) ideal of S.
(h) S can be expressed uniquely as an 0-direct union of principle right
(left) ideals generated by idempotents, that is,
Moreover, each
of the summands contains a unique idempotent and a unique 0-minimal
right (left) ideal of S.
(i) If e f E, then ef= 0.
(j) and
0-minimal ideals of a semigroup were studied by 0. Steinfeld [24].
The following results are due to him.
Theorem 4.2 (c.f. [24], p.34, 42 and 43). Let S be a semigroup. Then
(a) The intersection of a 0-minimal left ideal L and a 0-minimal right
ideal R of S is either zero or 0-minimal quasi-ideal of S.
(b) Let e and f be two non-zero idempotents of S. Then Se and
Sf (eS ana fS) are left similar (right similar) if and only if
the quasi-ideal eSf of S is not zero.
(c) Let e and f be non-zero idempotents of S, which generate left
similar (right similar) 0-minimal left ideals Se, Sf (0-minimal
right ideals eS, fS) of S. Then the O-rninimal quasi-ideals eSe
and fSf are isomorphic subgroups with 0 of S.
§2. The decomposition theorem
Lemma 4.3 Let S be a 0-simple dual semigroup. Then
is the set of all 0-minimal right ideals of S. Likewise,
is the set of all 0-minimal left ideals of S.
Proof: By the Theorem 2.33 in [8], if I is a 0-minimal two-sided
ideal of S containing a 0-minimal right (left) ideal of S, then I
is the union of all 0-minimal right (left) ideals of S contained in I
As S is a 0-simple dual semigroup, where each
is a 0-minimal right (left) ideal of S. By Theorem 4.1(h) we
have Apply Theorem 4.1(c), we know that
there exists a 0-minimal right ideal of S such that
If then by there exist j i such tha t R.
Obviously, R. eS is a non-zero right ideal of S contained in R..
Therefore eS Q eS for R. is 0-minimal. This implies that
eS contains two distinct 0-minimal right ideals R_ ana R. However,
according to Schwarz's Decomposition Theorem (c.f. Theorem 4.1(h)), we know
that eS only contains a unique 0-minimal right ideal of S. Hence we
arrive a contradiction. Thus we have proved that eS= R_ is a 0-minimal
right ideal of S. On the other hand, for any 0-minimal right ideal R,
by there exists such that and hence
Therefore R- eS by the O-minimality of eS.
Consequently is the set of all 0-minimal right ideals.
Analogously, we can prove that is the set of all 0-minimal
left ideals of S.
Lemma 4.4 in a 0-simple dual semigroup, every non-zero right ideal and
left ideal of S has non-zero intersection.
Proof: We first claim that eSf {0} for every e, f E. If
eSf= {0} for some e, f E. Then we have Sf= (SeS)f= S(eSf) =fo} for
S is 0-simple. This implies that f= f= 0, which is a contradiction.
Thus eSf {0}. Now, let R and L be two non-zero right and left ideals
of S respectively. Because S is 0-simple dual, so by Theorem 4.1(c)
and Lemma 4.3, there exists a 0-minimal right ideal eS and a 0-minimal
left ideal Sf such that eS R and Se C L. Thus (0 j eSf
eS Sf L. R 0 L. The proof is completed.
Lemma 4.5 Let S be a 0-simple dual semigroup. Then the following
properties hold in S.
(i) All subsemigroups in the form eSf are distinct.
(ii) All elements in the set {eSf: e, f€ E} must be 0-aisjoint.
(iii) If e f E, then eSf is a zero subsemigroup of S.
(so let us call eSf a null cell).
(iv) The set [eSe e E} is a set of isomorphic subgroups with 0
of S. (Let us call eSe a group cell and denote its cardinal
Proof: (i) Assume that eSf= vSw for some non-zero idempotents
e,f,v ana w of S. Because S is 0-simple, we have Sf= (SeS)f=
S(eSf)= S(vSw)= (SvS)w= Sw. Thus Sf n Sw= Sf f f 0}. However, by
Theorem 4.1(h), we know that if f f w, then Sf n Sw= {0j. Therefore
we must have f- w. Similarly, we can prove that e= v.
(ii) By Lemma 4.3, eS and Sf are 0-minimal right and left
ideals of S respectively. By Theorem 4.2(a) and Lemma 4.4, eSf= eS Sf
is a 0-minimal quasi-ideal of S. Consequently, all eSf must be
0-disj oint.
(iii) Since S is dual, ef= fe= 0 for all e f E. Thus,
This means that eSf is a zero sub-semigroup
of S.
(iv) By Lemma 4.4, eSf for every e, f E. Then by Theorem
4.2(b), the left ideals Se and Sf are left similar. According to
Theorem 4.2(c), we know that eSe and fSf are isomorphic subgroups for
every e, f E
Summarize all the results obtained above, we obtain the following
decomposition theorem for 0-simple dual semigroups.
Theorem 4.6 Any 0-simple dual semigroup is a 0-disjoint union of null
cells and isomorphic group cells, that is, S= N U G, where N is the
collection of all null cells of S and G is the collection of all group
ceils of S. Moreover,
Proof: By Theorem 4.1(h), By Theorem 4.1(e),
The Theorem is thus proved
by applying Lemma 4.5.
Corollary 4.7 Any dual semigroup with zero (Schwarz) R.adical is a
0-disjoint union of null cells and group cells.
Proof: By Theorem 3.1 in [19] and Theorem 4.6, the proof is completed.
Corollary 4.8 Any 0-simpie dual semigroup with a unique idempotent is
a group with 0.
Proof: By Theorem 4.6, and the proof
is completed.
Corollary 4.9 A dual semigroup S is 0-simple without non-zero
nilpotent elements if and only if S is a group with 0.
Proof: Trivial
Suppose by Theorem 4.6,
so This implies that S contains at least two non-zero null
cells of S and hence S contains non-zero nilpotent elements. Thus
Consequently, Hence S is a group with zero.
13. Cardinals and Q-simple dual semigroups
Recall that a semigroup S with 0 is a Brandt semigroup if and
only if S is 0-simple dual (c.f. [23]). Using Schwarz's Decomposition
Theorem (Theorem 4.1(h)) for dual semigroups, we obtain two structure
theorems for 0-simple dual (Brandt) semigroups.
Theorem 4.10 If the cardinal number of a 0-simple dual (Brandt) semigroup
S is p+ 1, with p a prime number. Then S must be a cyclic group
with 0.
Theorem 4.11 Let S be a 0-simple dual (Brandt) semigroup with
ana where p is a prime number. Then S is a group with 0.
Lemma 4.12 In a 0-simple dual semigroup S,
Proof: Since
Lemma 4.4 and Lemma 4.5, eSf's are non-zero, distinct and 0-disjoint ana
hence
Lemma 4.13 In a 0-simple dual semigroup S, for any e, f E
Proof: By Theorem 4.4, eSf for any e, f
: E Applying Theorem
4.2(b), we obtain that eS and fS are right similar and hence
Theorem 4.14 Let S be a 0-simple dual semigroup and e E Then
Proof: By Theorem 4.1(h), and eS's are 0-disjoint. Thus
by Lemma 4.13.
Corollary 4.15 Let S be a 0-simple dual semigroup and e E Then
if and only if
Proof: Trivial
Because implies that
Applying Theorem 4.14, we have
Corollary 4.16 Let S be a 0-simple dual semigroup. If
then for any e E
Proof: For any infinite cardinal if for some cardinal
it is well-known that S ince
Corollary 4.17 In a 0-simple dual semigroup S, all 0-minimal left and
right ideals are of the same cardinal. Moreover, if all non-zero
ideals are of the same cardinal.
Proof: For the first statement, it is sufficient to show that
for e, f E Let us first assume that is finite, then and
are finite and so From the above
equation, we easily get Now suppose that Then
Now let R be a non-zero right ideal of S, then there
exist a 0-minimal right ideal eS of S such that eS R. Thus we have
Analogously, we can prove the similar result for left ideals.
We now turn to prove Theorem 4.10. Applying Theorem 4.14, we have
S ince By
Corollary 4.8, S is a group with 0. Moreover Therefore
S is a cyclic group and hence S is a cyclic group with 0.
For Theorem 4.11, we apply Theorem 4.14 to obtain the equation
Using Lemma 4.12, we have
Thus we get and hence This implies
that S is a group with 0.
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Chapter 5
On dual semigroups with zero Radical
Let S be a semigroup with 0. The following characterization
for dual semigroups with zero radical was obtained by 0. Steinfeld in
1977 [23]:
The following conditions on a semigroup S with 0 are equivalent:
(i) S is a dual semigroup with zero radical.
(ii) S is a regular semigroup in which the product of any two different
idempotents of S is zero.
(iii) S is an inverse semigroup in which every non-zero idempotent is
primitive.
In the theory of dual semigroups, it was proved by St. Schwarz in [21]
that a dual semigroup is a 0-direct union of completely 0-simple semigroups
if and only if M% , the intersection of all maximal ideals of S, is
zero. At the first glimpse, these two characterizations are seemed to be
unrelated. However, in studying on the condition semigroups with zero
radical in dual semigroups, we observe that it is possible for us to unify
the above two results into one. As a consequence, a number of equivalent
conditions in the literature concerning inverse semigroups and regular
semigroups are linked together. In this chapter, 0-simple dual semigroups
and reduced dual semigroups will also be studied as they are particular
class of dual semigroups with zero radical.
§1. Preliminaries
The Schwarz radical W(S) of a senigroup S is the set-theoretic
union of all nilpotent right ideals, which coincides with the set-theoretic
union of all nilpotent left ideal or the union of all nilpotent two-sided
ideals.
In most papers of semigroups, the Schwarz Radical is just call
the Radical. Thus, a semigroup with zero Radical means its Schwarz
radical is zero.
The Frattini ideal M of a semigroup S is defined to be the
intersection of all maximal ideals of S. The Frattini ideal of S is
denoted by M. the Prime radical P of a semigroup s is defined to
be the intersection of all prime ideals of S. The Prime radical of S
is denoted by P.
For the sake of convenience, we cite here a known result in the
literature which will be useful in this chapter.
Theorem 5.1 (c.f. Schwarz [19])
Let S be a semiprime dual semigroup. Then S can be decomposed
into 0-direct union of 0-simple dual semigroups (ideals) M., that is,
§2. The equivalence of dual semigroups with zero Radical
In this section, we shall give some equivalence for dual semigroups
with zero Radical.
Lemma 5.2 Any dual semigroup S with zero Radical is a 0-direct union
of all its 0-minimal right (left) ideals that
is and if
l J
Proof: By Theorem 5.1, we have where
for i J and each M. is a 0-simple dual semigroup (in
fact, M is a two-sided ideal of S). Thus, by virtue of Lemma 4.3, we
have
is a O-minimal right ideal of However,
by Theorem 4.1(g), each is also a O-minimal right ideal of S.
Thus
is a O-minimal right ideal of S
Clearly, because they are O-minimal. The
proof is completed.













is the set of all O-minimal right ideals,
is the set of all O-minimal left ideals.
Every O-minimal two-sided ideal of S is of the form SeS for
some e E
(v) The Frattini ideal M of S is zero.
(vi) S is a 0-direct union of completely
0-simple semigroups.
(vii) The Prime radical P of S is zero.
Proof: (i) (ii) By Theorem 4.1(h), we have S e S. According
to Lemma 5.2, we know that S where s are O-minimal
right ideals of S. thus, for any e E, eS for some
l By the minimality of , we have eS eS. If
eS, then there exists a j i such that eS
Again, by the minimality of , we have This
contradicts Theorem 4.1(h) as eS contains only a unique O-minimal right
ideal. Thus eS for some i Now it remains to show that
every arbitrary O-minimal right ideal of S is of the form eS. For
this purpose, let R be an arbitrary O-minimal right ideal of S. As
S e S, we have R eS for some e E Thus eS
R eS R for eS is O-minimal. However, R itself is also O-minimal,
hence eS= R. The proof is completed.
(ii) (iv) let I be a O-minimal two-sided ideal of S.
Then I eS for some e E By (ii), eS is O-minimal, so
eS eS I I and hence SeS Consequently SeS= I
for I is O-minimal.
(iv) (v) By way of contradiction, suppose Then
there exists a O-minimal two-sided of S contained in M So by
Theorem 4.1(c) and (iv), we have SeS for some e E. This implies
tha t e If a contradiction to Lemma 3.1 in [21].
(v) (vii) Since S is a dual semigroup, S is therefore
globally idempotent. Hence every maximal ideal of S is prime. Therefore
that is
(vii) (i) Suppose the Radical of S is not zero. Then there
exists a non-zero ideal I of S such that for some integer
n 1. Since any ideal of S contains 0, in particular,
for any prime ideal of S. thus which
contradicts
The equivalence of (v) and (vi) has been proved by St. Schwarz as
mentioned in our introduction and (i) (iii) (iv) can be proved
analogously as (i) (ii) (iv). This completes the cycle of proofs.
remark 5.4 In the previous chapter, we have proved that in a 0-simple
dual semigroup S eS e E is the set of all O-minimal right ideals
of S. Surprisingly, this is also a necessary and sufficient condition
for dual semigroups to be semiprime.
Remark 5.5 The Schwarz Radical W(S), Frattini ideal Ii and Prime
Radical P of a semigroup S are, in general, different. In particular,
Schwarz [20] had pointed out that if S, then and W(S)
However, in a dual semigroup, we have shown in our Theorem 5.3 that the
condition MW(S) is equivalent to
Thus the Schwarz s characterization for dual semigroups can be sharpened
as A dual semigroup is a union of completely 0-simple semigroups
We now unify the two characterization theorems obtained by 0. Steinfeld
ana St. Schwarz as mentioned in the introduction in one setting. It can
now be seen that dual semigroups with zero Radical provide a lot of interest-
interesting results.
theorem 5.6 (Main Theorem)
Let S be a semigroup with 0. Then the following statements are
equivalent:
(i) S is a dual semigroup satisfying any one of conditions (i) to (vii)
listed in Theorem 5.3.
(ii) S is a regular semigroup in which the product of any two different
idempotents is zero.
(iii) S is an inverse semigroup in which every non-zero idempotent is
primitive.
(iv) S is an inverse semigroup and the union of its 0-minimal left ideals.
(v) S is an inverse semigroup and the union of its 0-minimal quasi-ideals.
(vi) S is a union of some of its quasi-ideals, and these quasi-ideals
form a special complete system.
(vii) S is a 0-direct union of ideals which are completely 0-simple inverse
subsemigroups of S.
(viii) S is a 0-direct union of ideals which are 0-simple dual subsemigroup
of S.
(ix) S is a 0-direct union of ideals which are Brandt subsemigroups of S.
Proof: For the equivalence of (i), (ii) ana (iii); see Theorem 5.3 and
the characterization of dual semigroups with zero radical by 0. Steinfeld
[23]. The equivalence of (viii) and (ix) is revealed by the last corollary
by 0. Steinfeld [23]. By [24; Corollary 10.9, p.88], the equivalence of
(iii), (iv), (v), (vi) and (vii) is built up. It still need to show that
(vii)= (ix). However, the equivalence of (vii) and (ix) was shown by
0. Steinfela in [23]. Thus the cycle of proofs is completed.
Remark 5.7 In Theorem 5.1, Schwarz had shown that every dual semigroup
with zero Radical is a 0-airect union of 0-simple dual subsemigroups
(ideals) M_. By our Main Theorem, we have proved the converse state¬
ment to this theorem, that is, if S is a 0-direct union of ideals which
are 0-simple dual subsemigroups of S, then S is a dual semigroup
with zero Radical.
§3. 0-simple dual semigroups ana R.educed dual semigroups
It is easy to see that 0-simple semigroups are semigroups with zero
Radical. The converse is not true in general. We now give some necessary
and sufficient conditions for dual semigroups with zero Radical to be
0-simple.
Theorem 5.8 Let S be a dual semigroup with zero Radical. Then the








SeS= S for any e E
eSfS= eS for any e, f E
E
E
SeSf= Sf for any e, f
eSf for any e, f
Every non-zero right ideal and left ideal of S has non —zero
intersec tion.
Proof: (a) (b) (c) (d) is obvious
(d) (c) S ince eSfS
eS, eSfS- eS by the minimality
of eS.
(c) (b) Since S f S, SeS eS f S e S
f S= S.
(b) (a) By Theorem 5.3 (i) (iv), if SeS= S for any e E
then S has no non-zero proper two-sided ideal ana by i ts
duality. Thus S is 0-simple. Hence we have proved that (a) (b)
(c) (d)
(d) (e) For any non-zero right ideal R and left ideal L of
S, there exist a 0-minimal right ideal eS and a 0-minimal left ideal
fS of S such that eS R and Sf L Clearly eS f eS Sf
R O L and hence R and L has non-zero intersection.
(e) (a) As eSf eS Sf, by (e) we have eSf
This completes the cycle of proofs.
The following corollary is a summary of Theorem 5.6, Theorem 5.8 and
the results due to 0. Steinfeld (c.f. [24] p.79, 88, 89 1 90).
Corollary 5.9 The following statements are equivalent:
(i) S is a 0-simple dual semigroup.
(ii) S is a dual semigroup satisfying any one of the conditions (i) to
(ix) in Theorem 5.6 and eSf for any e, f E
(iii) S S e where Se's are pairwise left similar 0-minimal left
ideals of S and ef= 0 for any e f E
(iv) S is a union of some of its quasi-ideals and these quasi-ideals
form a special homogeneous complete system.
(v) S is an inverse semigroup and the union of its 0-minimal left
ideals and the latter ones are pairwise left similar.
(vi) S is a completely 0-simple inverse semigroup.
Proof: (i)
(i)
(ii) is established by Theorem 5.6 ana 5.8
(iii) Obviously, S S e and ef= 0 for any
e f E. By Theorem 4.2(b) and Lemma 4.4, Se's are left similar
0-minimal left ideals.
(iii) (ii) By ([24]; Theorem 10.1, p.79), S is regular.
Again apply Theorem 4.2(b), eSf for any e, f E. With the
condition ef= 0 for any e f E, S satisfies (ii).
Thus we have (i) (ii) (iii)
The equivalence of (iv), (v) and (vi) is given in ([24]; Corollary 10.11,
p.90).
(i) (vi) is revealed in ([23]; corollary)
This completes the cycle of proofs.
Recall that a semigroup S is said to be reduced if S does not
contain any non-zero nilpotent elements. Obviously, reduced semigroups
are semigroups with zero radical, but the converse is generally not true.
The following is a counter example.
Let S be a semigroup defined bylow






0 0 0 0 0
0 a 0 c 0
0 0 b 0 d
0 0 c 0 a
0 d 0 b 0
Clearly, the Radical of S is zero but S is not reduced.
The following theorem gives some necessary and sufficient conditions
for dual semigroups with zero R.adical to be reduced.
Theorem 5.10 Let S be dual semigroup with zero Radical. Then the





eSf for any e f E
Every 0-minimal ideal of S contains a unique non-zero idernpotent
of S.
(iv) S is a 0-disjoint union of groups with 0.
Proof: (i) (ii) Since S is a dual semigroup, we have ef= fe= 0
for any e f E Then eS(fe)Sf We have eSf
for S is reduced.
(ii) (iii) Let M be a 0-minimal ideal of the dual semigroup
S. Assume that M contains at least two distinct non-zero idempotents,
say e and f. Then by Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.2 in [19], M is itself
a 0-simple dual semigroup and hence eMf 0} by Lemma 4.4. This is a
contradiction to (ii).
(iii) (iv) It is known that a 0-simple semigroup containing
a unique non-zero idernpotent is a group with 0. Since M is itself a
0-simple semigroup, M is a group with 0. Thus, by Theorem 5.1, S
is a 0-disjoint union of groups with 0.
(iv) (i) Trivial.
In closing, we remark that a dual semigroup S is 0-simple
and reduced if and only if S is a group with 0. This
conclusion comes immediately from Theorem 5.8 and Theorem 5.10 as these
two conditions are incompatible unless S contains a unique idernpotent.
Chapter VI
Dual semigroups with chain conditions
The aim of this chapter is two-folded. Firstly, we give some
characterizations for right artinian dual semigroups with zero Radical.
Secondly, we classify the 0-minimal right ideals in artinian dual semi¬
groups. Our first result extends the work of L. Marki p_6] on inverse
semigroups to artinian dual semigroups and our second result amplifies
and generalizes a result on dual semigroups obtained by M. Satyanarayana [18].
§1. Preliminaries
A right artinian semigroup is a semigroup satisfying the minimum
condition on right ideals, denoted by nin-r, that is, every non-vacuous
collection of right ideals of S has a minimal element in, or
equivalently, S has the descending chain aconditions on its right ideals.
Semigroups with min-1, max-r and max-1 are similarly defined.
We denote the Radical of a semigroup S with zero by W(S). S
is called semi-simple if W(S)= 0 and with min-r. Obviously, a semigroup
S in which I= I for every ideal I of S is semi-simple (c.f. [8]).
§2. Characterization for semisimple dual semigroups
In the study of inverse semigroups, L. Marki pL6] noticed that the
following statements are equivalent:
(i) S is an inverse semigroup with finitely many idempotents and every
non-zero idempotent is primitive.
(ii) S is the union of a finite number of its quasi-ideals, and these
quasi-ideals form a special complete system.
(iii) S is an inverse semigroup and the union of a finite number of its
0-minimal left (right) ideals.
(iv) S is an inverse semigroup and the union of a finite number of its
0-minimal quasi-ideals.
However, it was stated in [24] that the above four conditions are
equivalent, but the condition S is a 0-direct union of finitely many
two-sided ideals which are completely 0-simple inverse subsemigroups of
SM is weaker than anyone of the condition (i)— (iv). In this section,
we show that this statement can be strengthened to be equivalent to the
above conditions (i)— (iv). Surprisingly, we observe that this is also
a characterization for semisimple dual semigroups.
Lemma 6.1 Let S be a dual semigroup. then S satisfies rnin-r (min-1,
max-r, max-1) if and only if S satisfies max-1 (max-r; min-1; min-r).
Proof: Consider the ascending chain of left ideals
Then is
a descending chain of right ideals. By min-r, this chain will terminate,
say, at the n-th step, that is, there exists a positive integer n such
that for all m n. By the duality of S, we have
for all m n. This means that S satisfies
max- 1.
This part follows dually as the only if part.
Lemma 6.2 Let S be a semigroup. If S is a finite C-direct union of
0-minimal right (left) ideals of S, then S satisfies both min-r and
max-r (min- 1 and max- 1).
Proof: By our assumption, S where each R. is an 0-minimal
right ideal of S. Let R be an arbitrary non-zero right ideal of S,
then we have such that and
Because each is O-minimal,
so we have for all k. Therefore
This shows that S has exactly
right ideals. Thus S satisfies both min-r and max-r.
Lemma 6.3 Let S be a dual semigroup with zero radical. Then the








S satisfies max- 1
S satisfies min- 1
Proof: In view of Lemma 6.2 and Theorem 5.3, (a) implies (b)- (e).
By Lemma 6.1, it suffices for us to prove that (b) (a) and (d) (a).
For (b) (a), we suppose that E is not finite. then there exists a
countable set of idempotents Write
We claim that For if then we have
This implies that for some
k, which contradicts that the union of e.S's are O-airected. Thus the
claim is established for all positive integer n. However,
violates the condition of max-r. Hence E must be finite. Thus (b) (a).
(d) (a) follows analogously.
Theorem 6.4 The following conditions on a semigroup S with zero are
equivalent:
(1) S is a semisimple dual semigroup.
(2) S is a 0-direct union of finitely many two-sided ideals which are
0-simple artinian dual subsemigroups of S.
(3) S is a 0-direct union of finitely many two-sided ideals which are
completely 0-simple inverse artinian subsemigroups of S.
(4) S is a regular semigroup with finitely many orthogonal iaempotents.
(5) S is an inverse semigroup with finitely many idempotents and every
non-zero idempotent is primitive.
(6) S is an inverse semigroup and the union of a finite number of its
quasi-ideaIs, and these quasi-ideals form a special complete system.
(7) S is an inverse semigroup and the union of a finite number of its
0-minimal left (right) ideals.
(8) S is an inverse semigroup and the union of a finite number of its
0-minimal quasi-ideals.
Proof: By Lemma 6.3 and the characterization of dual semigroups with zero
R.adical in [23], (1) (4) (5) is established. By the Corollary 10.13
in [24], (5)- (8) are equivalent. It remains to show (1) (2) (3).
Applying the corollary in [23], we get (2) (3). For (1) (2), let S
be a semisimple dual semigroup. By Theorem 5.6, S is a 0-direct union
of two-sided ideals which are 0-simple dual subsemigroups.
Since every 0-simple dual semigroup contains at least one non-zero idem-
potent and By the fact that E is finite, therefore
and are finite. Hence, all the I' s are artinian and so (2)
is established. Conversely, let S be a 0-direct union of finitely many
two-sided ideals which are 0-simple artinian dual
subsemigroups of S. by Theorem 5.6, S is a dual semigroup with zero
Radical. For any i E(I.) is finite as I. is a
semisimple dual semigroup and hence E is also finite. Thus
S is a semisimple dual semigroup.
§3. Characterization for 0-minimal right ideals
The study of right Noetherian dual semigroups was initiated by
M. Satyanarayan [L8]. In this section, we shall modify some of nio results
and obtain a characterization of 0-minimal right ideals of S.
Lemma 6.5 For any left ideal L of S, L imp lies
L(e) L, where L(e) is the unique 0-minimal left ideal of s
contained in Se. (That is, L(e) is the smallest left ideal in Se.)
Proof: Since L Pi Se is a non-zero left ideal of S and S is dual
so by Theorem 4.1(c), there exists a 0-minimal left ideal Se
But by Theorem 4.1(h), Se contains a unique left ideal L(e). So, we
have L(e)
The following is a modification of a result obtained by
M. Satyanaryana in [18].
Lemma 6.6 Let S be a dual semigroup with max- 1. Then for any a S,
either a is nilpotent or aS= eS for some e E
Proof: Let a be a non-nilpotent element of S. By Theorem 4.1(h),
we have a eS and a 6 Sf for some e, f E. Clearly,
1 is an ascending chain of left ideals which will
terminate at the k-th steps, say. That is, 1 for all
n k. Let x Then we have 0 and x
for some y S. These implies that 0, that is,
y But by Theorem 4.1(d), we know that
and so x 0. Hence we obtain that
Now if then by Lemma 6.5, we immediately have
L(f) As a t Sf means that So by Lemma
6.5 again, we have L(f) Thus 0 f
which is a contradiction to Therefore and hence
r 1 r(Sf)= S. In other words, r(Sf)= S. Obviously
fS r (Sf) by Theorem 4.1(j), so fS Consequently,
fS aS eS However, if e f, then we will have
fS eS= fS. This is absured for f 0. Hence e= f and so
aS= eS. The proof is completed.
In fact, M. Satyanarayana proved the following result: If S is
a right Noetherian ana right uniform dual semigroup, then for any a S,
either a is nilpotent or Sa= S In order to see that his result is
a particular case of our Lemma 6.6, we need to modify another result of
M. Satyanarayana [18] on uniform dual semigroups.
Proposition 6.7 Let S be dual semigroup. Then the following conditions
are equivalent:
(a) S is right (left) uniform.
(b) S has exactly one non-zero idempotent.
(c) S has an identity.
(a) There exists an element a S such that Sa= S(aS= S).
Proof: (a) (b) If S has two distinct non-zero idempotents e
and f, then, by Theorem 4.1(h), we have eS fS This contra¬
dicts the right uniformality of S. Hence S has exactly one non-zero
idempo tent.
(b) (c) By Theorem 4.1(h), we have S= Se= eS. Thus





Let e be the identity of S. then Se= S.
By Theorem 4.1(h), a Se for some e E
Therefore S= Sa= Se. This implies that S contains a smallest non¬
zero right ideal L(e) by Lemma 6.5. Hence S is right uniform.
Corollary 6.8 Let S be a dual semigroup. then S is right uniform
if and only if S is left uniform.
Remark 6.9 It was proved by Satayanarayana in [18] that if S is a dual
semigroup with a non-zero idempotent, then S is right uniform if and
only if S has an identity. Our Proposition 6.7 points out that his
hypothesis S has a non-zero idempotent is in fact superfluous.
Remark 6.10 In view of Proposition 6.7, it can be seen immediately thai
the Lemma 4.2 in [18] is a special case of our Lemma 6.6.
Finally, we give a characterization for 0-minimal right ideals in
dual semigroups.
Theorem 6.11 Let S be a dual semigroup with min-r. then eS is a
0-minimal right ideal of S if and only if eS O W(S)= {o}, where W(S)
is the Radical of S and e E
Proof: Let eS be a 0-minimal right ideal of S. Suppose by
way of contradiction that eS Then eS eS by the
minimality of eS. Thus e eS that is e 0, a
contradic tion.
Let e 6 E such that eS Suppose that eS
contains a non-zero right ideal R of S. Then R is not nil, for
otherwise R is nilpotent by our Theorem 1.3 and consequently
which is a contradiction. Therefore there exists
a non-nilpotent element a€ R. By Lemma 6.1 and Lemma 6.6, we therefore
have eS= aS C R C eS. So R= eS. Thus eS is a 0-minimal right
ideal of S.
Remark 6.12 It should be noted that the duality of S is necessary in
Theorem 6.11. The Theorem is not true even if S is semi-simple. For
example, let S= ?0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5} be a semigroup with following
multiplication table:







0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 2 3 4 5
0 2 4 0 2 4
0 3 0 3 0 3
0 4 2 0 4 2
0 5 4 3 2 1
Then S is a semisimple semigroup with identity 1. S is not dual for
is an ideal of S, but 1 r(I)= S f I. Obviously,
S= l.S is not a 0-minimal right ideal of S.
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